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In plants and processes
Warehousing

Shipping/logistics/transportation
Document management

Assembly
Packaging

Fabrication/stamping
Additive manufacturing

Heat-treating
Welding

Plating or painting

In products
Our company’s finished products

Technologies for other manufacturers’ products

Devices for other manufacturers’ products

Software for other manufacturers’ products

Materials for other manufacturers’ products

Fluids/substances for other manufacturers’ products

T he Internet of Things (IoT) is on the minds of manufacturing executives, 
and for good reason: two-thirds of them saw profitability increase over 

the past year by applying IoT technologies in plants and/or embedding IoT 
intelligence into their products.1

The IoT is rapidly moving from science-fiction potential to bottom-line results. 
McKinsey & Co. predicts that “linking the physical and digital worlds could 
generate up to $11.1 trillion a year in economic value by 2025,” with up to 
$3.7 trillion coming from factories (e.g., operations management, predictive 
maintenance).2 Manufacturing executives are investing heavily into this 
vision: 89 percent plan to increase their IoT plant and process investments 
over the next two years, and 81 percent plan to increase investments in the 
development of IoT products.

In fact, half of production processes and equipment already incorporate 
smart devices and/or embedded intelligence. Manufacturers have identified 
their best in-plant IoT opportunities to be warehousing (e.g., tracking incoming 
and outgoing goods); shipping; document management (e.g., real-time 
updates of process information); and assembly and packaging (e.g., production 
monitoring) (Figure 1). The top product targets for the IoT are companies’ 
own finished products.
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1 All sources are from the MPI Internet of Things Study, The MPI Group, May 2017, unless otherwise noted.
2 James Manyika et al, “Unlocking the Potential of the Internet of Things,” McKinsey Global Institute, June 2015.



A third of 
manufacturers 
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Even though application of and returns from the IoT have increased, the top 
challenge for manufacturers looking to capitalize on the IoT — simply figuring 
where to start — remains: 46 percent report that “identifying opportunities/ 
benefits of IoT” is a process challenge (up from 44 percent in 2016);  
a similar percentage cites the same challenge for IoT product plans.

Why is this such a challenge? In part because a third of manufacturers 
(labeled “IoT Incipients” and “Indifferents” by The MPI Group, a research 
firm) have only limited or no companywide understanding of how to apply 
the IoT to their businesses (Figure 2).

The other manufacturers — “IoT Innovators” — are different in that they:

•	Are	more	likely	to	be	world-class	manufacturers	than	the	IoT	Incipients	 
or Indifferents; 

•	Are	far	more	likely	to	be	an	IoT	leader	in	their	industry;	and

•	Were	far	more	likely	to	have	increased	profits	in	the	past	year	from	the	IoT	
than IoT Incipients or Indifferents.
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2. Companywide understanding of how to apply IoT to the business
(% of manufacturers)
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IoT Innovators differentiate themselves in the best practices they deploy, 
and they are far more likely to have planned and implemented an IoT 
strategy (Figure 3). This is reflected in relative volumes of embedded smart 
devices: Innovators have applied smart devices and/or embedded intelligence 
into 56.2 percent (average) of their production equipment and processes 
(vs. 33.3 percent and 20.5 percent for Incipients and Indifferents,  
respectively) and 49.3 percent (average) of non-production equipment  
and processes (vs. 30.6 percent and 28.7 percent for Incipients and  
Indifferents, respectively).

IoT Innovators 
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3. IoT process and product strategies (% of manufacturers)
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Innovators also are far more likely to have used IoT technologies to improve  
productivity over the past year, and to expect increased productivity via the 
IoT over the next five years (Figure 4). 
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4. Impact to productivity with application of IoT to plants and processes
(% of manufacturers)

Innovators Incipients Indifferents Innovators Incipients Indifferents

Productivity increase — past year Productivity increase —
next five years
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The IoT offers a wealth of new data to organizations. But getting the right data 
to the right executives in the right format is a challenge for many manufac-
turers, for two reasons:

n First, most manufacturers — even Innovators — need to upgrade or 
overhaul business systems and plant/enterprise networks to securely and 
efficiently pass data from machine to machine or move data to enterprise 
systems (Figure 5). The IoT offers  

a wealth of  
new data to  
organizations. 
But getting  
the right data 
to the right  
executives  
in the right  
format is a 
challenge  
for many  
manufacturers.

5. Current capability of network infrastructure
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n Second, collaboration between operations technologies (OT) and information  
technologies (OT) staff is missing. For even common activities required to 
support an IoT initiative, extensive cooperation between these departments 
is rare:

•	Upgrading	legacy	enterprise	systems	(OT/IT	collaboration	at	just	54	
percent of manufacturers) 

•	Resolving	technical	operations	issues	(53	percent)

•	Network	security	(48	percent)

•	Linking	operations	data	and	with	business	analytics	(43	percent)

•	Resolving	technical	enterprise	issues	(42	percent)

•	Upgrading	legacy	operations	systems	(41	percent)

IoT success starts with informed leadership — and a broad strategy to drive 
improved productivity from the application of smart technologies to internal 
processes, and increased external sales from products that leverage embed-
ded intelligence to create new customer value.

What does your IoT strategy look like? How will you make the IoT happen?
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SAP Leonardo Internet of Things (IoT): Connects things with people and processes, 
with real-time intelligence unique to each business.

IoT success 
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https://www.sap.com/documents/2016/12/9eecacd5-9d7c-0010-82c7-eda71af511fa.html

